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1. LETTER FROM UNSTAR TO JENTONS DATED 20 DEC 63, RECEIVED
6 JAN 64 STATES CUBAN APPEAR EXTREMELY worRIED ABOUT MEXICAN NAMED
X CAMACHo, DESCRIBED AS SMALL FAT WITH LOTS OF BLACK HAIR, SAID TO BE
CHIEF OF ACTION RESEAU ACTIVE THROUGHOUT TEXAS AND POSSIBLY PART OF
MEXICO, ACTING UNDER BUSINESS COVER AND RECEIVING FUNDS AND REQUIREMENTS
FROM X RAY MON B. CORTES AND X FERNANDEZ FEITO (SEE REF). CAMACHo (WHOSE FULL
or REAL NAME UNKNOWN TO UNSTAR) ALSO REPORTEDLY CLOSE FRIEND OF
TWO MEXICAN MILLIONAIRES BROTHERS NAMED X PASCUAL OR PASQUEL WHO INVOLVED
In MEXICAN OR TEXAN OIL BUSINESS AND WHO IGNORANT CAMACHo's TRUE
ACTIVITIES.

2. NO IDENTIFIABLE WAVE TRACES CAMACHo OR PASQUEL OR PASCUAL.

SECRET
C/S Comment: *Forwarded info. from UNSTAR (1) to effect that Castro reportedly
extremely concerned with persistence of investigation into President Kennedy’s
murder.
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